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Fujisawa, A., Ida, K. 
Theoretical mxfels and experimental observations 
of electric field in helical systems are surveyed with 
errphasi s pi aced on recent p- ogr ess in the pr ol:-A ems 
such as generation process and transitim phenomena 
in radial electric field observed in CHS plasmas 
during a corm ned heating phase of ECH +N3L Topics 
also include the structural formation, ctynarrics, 
bifurcation under the influence of both neoclassical 
and anomalous transports, turbulence supp-ession 
and its effect on improved confinement. 
Si nce the H- mode was frund on ASDEX, the 
appearance of the H- mode has a strOflJ im(:Uct on the 
understanding of the p,ysics associated with 
confi nement i rrpr ov ement. The ex i stence . of the 
bi fur cati on of r adi al el ectr i c fi el d was pr edi cted , 
theoretically and was proposed as the origin of 
improved cmfinement rrodes such as the H- rrrxie. 
These theor eti cal pr edi cti a1S w er e confi r med by 
experiments in tokamaks and in stellarator. Although 
a I ar ge nurrber of i nfor mati on for eI ectr i c fi el d 
effects have been accurrulated through past years 
experiments , which have led to a qualitative 
understanding, the quantative results have been 
lacking and r*o/sical process has not been corrpletely 
understood. Discussions on these theoretical and 
experimental developments and future trends 
associated with electric field physics is one of the 
subjects of the present study. 
We here discuss a theoretical rnxJeI associated 
wi th el ectr i c fi el d bi fur cati on phenomena in hel i cal 
systems. The bifurcation is discussed as one of the 
maj a- topi cs fa- under standi ng H- rrode Plys i cs. The 
natur e of bi fur cati on is due to the fact that the 
transport coefficient is a ronlinear functim of the 
radal electric field structure and has a corrpHcated 
fa- m, deperdi ng on the gener ati on p- ocess of Er . 
Here, the bifurcation of E is studied for fixed value 
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of flux although ordinary analysis has been developed 
fa- fixed value of g-adients. To discuss this 
phenomena, we use the following set of remrmalized 
expressions for electron and ion neoclassical particle 
fluxes and total flux, 
N-X=l, 
where N = -an'/n x = eaE,/Te 
liNC = leNC = IN and we note that 1, I, and danam 
ar e nor mal i zed neod assi cal fl ux, total fl ux and 
ancmalous transport coefficient, for cmvinience. 
Exarrple of ~elfconsistent solutim of eqs.( 2)- (4) 
is plotted in Fig.l, showing that a bifurcation takes 
place around I, ~ 2 when daltOn! is small. 
In summary, we surveyed the topcs associated 
with electric field and reviewed the current results 
of experimental observations of electric field 
pr ofi I es i n CHS ex per i ments. A theor eti cal rnxJeI for 
el ectr i c fi el d bi fur cati min he! i cal systems was 
studied. 
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Fig.' Density gradient(solid line) electric 
field(dashed line) as fuction of total flux. 
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